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Go hard to Go home…

Stewart Reid in action at
Imbil
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October 2020
Welcome to the 2020 October Brisport.
Well the first Queensland Rally Championship round has been run for 2020 with Mal
Bartolo and his team doing a great job to deliver the 2020 Inspirations Paint Capalaba
Hinterland Rally at Imbil on Saturday 19 September 2020. A detailed report on this event
is found later in the Magazine but I must say that the event has a few challenges with a
small scrub fire stopping one stage but Mal Bartolo deserved much praise for his maiden
event as Clerk of the Course. Of course, we must also thank Marius Swart from Inspirations
Paint Capalaba for sticking with us as event sponsor in these very difficult economic
times.
Round 2 of the Innate Motorsport and Events Queensland Rally Championship will also
be promoted by BSCC and we welcome Brad Hurford as Clerk of the Course and Iain
Robertson as his Deputy to their roles of delivering the Roo Systems Australia Rally at
Manumbar on 31 October 2020. This new event management team will be mentored by
Craig Porter and with Mal Bartolo and his team are examples of the continued focus on
event management succession planning in BSCC. I wish them well and from what I have
seen and heard to date, the event is shaping up to be a cracker.
Following the Manumbar event, Barry Neuendorff and Tait Svenson will be getting the
Thornton Short Course Off-Road event up and running on 14 and 15 November.
The BSCC Board has been looking at potential events for
2021 in conjunction with the Queensland Rally Advisory
Panel and the Club is working to get the planning
together for events starting om March 20121 through to
November 2021.

These will include a Test and Tune, three QRC rounds, the Benarkin Short Course, Thornton
Off-Road and potentially one or more “grass-roots level” rally events in a new location.
Details are yet to be finalised and it is hoped to publish a full calendar as soon as dates
and venues are confirmed.
The Board has also welcomed a new Director with the Board approving the secondment
of Gerard McConkey as a member of the Board and a Director of the Company that is
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BSCC. Gerard is well known in Rally circles and will provide a strong link between the Qld
Rally Advisory Panel and the Board.
As I write this report for the October Magazine, BSCC is awaiting a decision for the
Queensland Government on an application for a $20,000 grant under the Active Restart
Infrastructure Recovery Fund which was open to Clubs to purchase new equipment to
allow a better recovery from the impacts of the COVID pandemic.
We have requested the grant to cover the
cost of the purchase of 4 full sets of the latest
technology in the TAG Heuer Wifi remote
beams and timing equipment to make the
job of Flying Finish teams and Stop control
officials easier. This equipment can be used
on Club and State level rallies and off-road
events. A decision is expected around the
first week of October so we are crossing our
fingers for a successful outcome.

I look forward to seeing you at Manumbar.
Stay safe and look after each other.
Paul Woodward
President
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The event is promoted by the Brisbane Sporting Car Club and with time marching
on there is now only nine weeks to the start of the event.
The Supplementary Regulations and the COVID-19 plan have both been
approved and will be shortly promulgated.
The venue for this event will be on Mr K. Pitmans property which is at the corner of
Kowalski Road, and Peter’s Road Thornton, and is situated on the western side of
Mulgowie Rd. It is the same property where we held Round 1 of the 2019/2020
series. A thanks goes out to the Pitman Family especially Mr Kevin Pitman and
his son Neville Pitman for giving us thumbs up to again use their property.
The event is supported with sponsorship
from Laurence Svenson - German Autos,
Specialised Workshop for German Cars
and others, David Ellsworth - RevRange
Components, including Customer Facing
Technology which manufactures Touch
Screen Equipment, and Derrick Kennedy DJK Air Conditioner Supplies and Installers.
The trophies will again this year be supplied by David Ellsworth who I must say, puts
together quite an attractive trophy.
Due to the Coronavirus, everyone’s temperature will be taken and you will be
asked a series of questions before you are allowed to enter the venue and your
arrival time will be recorded for each of the days. When departing the venue,
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you will be required to fill out another form that requests your name, date and
time you departed, and requires your signature. Again, that will be for each day.
The gate will be attended by Covid Checkers.
Distancing will be enforced throughout both
days for all aspects of the venue and that
includes everyone, Competitors, Pit Crew,
Scrutineers, and Track and HQ Officials. This
will also include, the Catering staff and so
on.
If you are competing with a Co-Driver/ Navigator, you will both need to fill out a
dual Occupancy Form. Remember, if you are ill or have some minor symptoms,
go and get Covid tested and please don’t come to the event. We don’t want
to end up where Police arrive to investigate our compliance and shut us down.
The course is 7km in length and will be contested by all competitors. Heats 1 and
2 will be run on Saturday, and Heats 3, 4, and 5. on Sunday. Reconnaissance will
be conducted on Saturday morning and must be done in a competition vehicle.
Competitors will be seeded into designated groups and the numbers will depend
on the number of entrants.
Details of the event are all in the Supplementary Regulations which comply with
the Off Road Standing Regulations along with the Motorsport Australia Manual in
which you can find various Regulations that both the organisers and the
competitors have to comply with.
Catering will again be at the
venue, starting with breakfast
at 07:00 hrs on Saturday and
Sunday. Please support them
as they do a mammoth job
and prepare quite a decent
menu. Remember, they also
have to comply with the
Covid-19 plan and are
Covid-19 approved. Please
adhere to the markings and
signs that will be in place.
Payment for food and drinks
has to be paid by Eftpos as
cash cannot be accepted.
The coffee van lady will also be in attendance who will be compliant with the
Covid-19 Plan and must comply with the distancing regulations.
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The format of the event will be:
➢ The event has a Covid Plan and will be run complying to those regulations.
➢ Entries open on publication of the Supplementary Regulations and close on
Friday 5th November. The Entry fee is $235.00 inclusive of gst and includes
the $15.00 for Covid Supplies of sanitizer, masks and gloves.
➢ Scrutiny will be as per Motorsport Australia’s Self Scrutiny Statement and
Vehicle Compliance. Log books will be collected and returned at the end
of the event.
➢ Saturday consists of Reconnainance, Heat 1 and Heat 2. Each heat will
have three continuous laps of the 7km course.
➢ Sunday consists of Heat 3, Heat 4, and Heat 5 again with each heat having
three continuous laps of the 7km course.
➢ Trophy Presentation will be at close of competition. Competitors are
requested to remain in their allocated pit bay and will be called up to the
centre of the Pit Area to receive their awards.
➢ Remember you must fill out your departure form when exiting the venue.
Further directions and guidance will be emailed to you between the Opening of
Entries and up to and including the date of the event.
For those who aren’t competing, please call Margaret Mackay on 0412-553-186
and register your help at the event.
On behalf of the BSCC Club, have a good weekend, either competing or helping
as an Official.
Barry Neuendorff
Clerk of Course
0414-335-862
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2020 BSCC
Calendar
Month

BSCC Event

October

31st October
QRC 2 - Roo Systems Manumbar Rally
Full QRC & Novice

November

14-15th November
Off Road Event

December

5th December
Club Christmas Party
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BSCC Christmas Party 2020 Update
The organisers of the BSCC annual Christmas party have been in contact with our
preferred venue with a view of enjoying again the great party we had in 2019.
Unfortunately, due to the current regulations in the hospitality sector, the style of party
we had last year is not able to be enjoyed at all. The current rules mean everyone has
to be seated to eat and drink and there is no intermingling between tables or at the bar.
Further, the Transit Tavern can only take 50 patrons in total and we had more than that
at our party in 2019.
This, in conjunction with the current gathering rules, means our plans for a Christmas party
are on hold until such time as things change.
The BSCC has penciled in the date with the Transit Tavern for the 5th of December in the
event we may be able to do something as a community organization but for now, it
seems BSCC Santa is sad we may miss out this year.
The board will look at options for some sort of club get together and if any members have
any ideas, please share them so they may be considered.
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Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally Imbil 2020 – QRC 1.
After the excitement of the seasons start out at Benarkin, we finally saw the light at the
end of the tunnel with the first round of the QRC.
With the additional work required to be compliant in regards to COVID, the Queensland
Government Outdoor Sports Industry Plan and Motorsport Australia’s Return to Race, we
certainly had some paperwork to do and processes to put in place.
Most importantly, we needed to find a course that offered something different to last
year’s event whilst using the same roads in differing combinations. Having a wife who
was a competitive Horse Endurance rider certainly helped as she knew of some tracks
that “might be useable”. As it turned out, there were one or two. Living local to the area
really helps and during the time of COVID lockout to the forestry, the use of technology
and Google Earth helped enormously.
Since the 2019 event was also a round of the East Coast Classic Series, we had entries
from as far as South Australia and a fair contingent from NSW. This year, the ECCS was
not run and our borders were closed so we knew we wouldn’t get the entry numbers of
last year. In our favour was the large gap since the last State competition, so we had a
feeling we would get at least 40 entries. And the COVID restrictions were another factor
that we had to keep in mind.
What we were fearful of was the economy that is hurting from the impact of COVID and
the number of people unable to work or those whose hours have been cut. What will
happen and will we be able to run the event.
So, with the Supplementary Regulations and the COVIDSafe plan written (further thanks
to Peter Flynn for setting the template for the rest of us) and submitted to Motorsport
Australia, the waiting game began. Then the news of an outbreak in Victoria hits the
media and a degree of spread in NSW is reported, our worst nightmare starts to get closer
to Queensland with a few ladies thinking it’s OK to break the law and lie on their border
passes then bingo, we have cases in Queensland. Bugger, will the state go into
lockdown. Thankfully contained.
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With most of the boxes ticked, budgets set and most everything starting to look like we
were on track, entries were opened. Within hours we had registrations coming in and
under 3 weeks we were at capacity; 50 entries and 4 reserves. Well above my
expectations but thankful we had the numbers. Remember earlier I mentioned
accommodating 40 in the service park, back to the drawing board and redesign. No
problems though as we had the room.
On the other side of the fence, we had Officials registering but perhaps not as quickly as
we’d have liked. With weeks to go, would we have enough. And then they just kept
coming, no spectator areas meant the best way to get a look was by becoming an
Official. We also asked Media to ensure they registered for COVID tracing and that
seemed to be the job many wanted, get out there, snap a few photos and enjoy the
spectacle. At 170 officials, we had to close the books but even then, Iain Robertson
received emails from people asking to join in. We accommodated who we could.
We have an event, we have maximum entries, we have officials, the only thing that
looked troublesome was the weather forecast. For an accurate forecast, I reached out
to our ever-accurate weather guru John Keen. Looks like you might have a storm on
Saturday but I’ll keep you informed says John. I received a daily update from Keeny and
by Thursday before the event, I received the news that “I was blessed and that it looks
like the bad weather had missed Imbil” (well, words to that effect anyway, I can’t
actually publish what John said
).
In some regards, our biggest problem was paperwork and getting people to understand
that we needed it sent electronically and sent early. This was both officials and
competitors with some leaving it to the last minute. We’re in a new era and times of old
are over for now, so email, scanned documents, photos etc are the new norm and we
have to start embracing this as the way things are done for now. Thankfully we had the
Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally Facebook page to use as a way to reach
out to competitors and officials alike. I know we hammered this hard but our compliance
required no paper handling on the day of the event, and we achieved that mostly,
though we have room to improve.
Saturday arrives, the sun comes up and the lanes of traffic in Edward street build to a
small traffic jam due to our COVID checking and some issues that we need to get right
next time around. Sorry if you got stuck and we’ll work on that for next year.
Earlier, when the sun was still rising, the team in the Mary Valley Show Society canteen
were busy preparing the 170 Bacon & Egg rolls for officials and getting ready for the day
ahead. Later in the day I sampled one of their Roast Beef and Gravy rolls and can say
with all honesty, it was yummy.
10:00am rolls around and cars start leaving TC0 at the showgrounds with the first few cars
flagged off by our mayor Glen Hartwig.
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Competitors enjoyed the scenic drive over to Woodlands where their first blast in the
forestry commenced. Then came Kandanga South, Borumba Short and Casey’s Long.
By now the competition was fierce with Menzies carving out times that were impressive,
behind was Brinkman, Reid, Badenoch, Dermody & Galley.
On the second round, a fire broke out towards the end of Kandanga and it was
necessary to stop the stage and get the Firies in to put it out. About half the field had
gone through with the rest transported / diverted to Borumba start (derived times given).
Because of the delay, we had Fast Sweep become Faster Sweep and re-zeroed the
Borumba stage and competitors started back into action with the Zero car diverted back
to Casey’s to re-zero it. Because of the delay and lost time, the decision was made to
cancel Borumba 3 and just run Kandanga 3 as the finale’.
Menzies/McGowan completed the course a good 2mins ahead of Reid/McLoughlin with
Badenoch/Kelly not too far behind. Reid/McLoughlin took first 2wd with Oldham/O’Brien
first clubman, Harris/Reardon-Smith novice & Gill/McKinnon as first Junior.
Congratulations to all placegetters. See the BSCC website for full results
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In HQ, the Command Radio was kept busy most of the day and the guys on the SOS
network did a sterling job tracking competitors and recording start & finish times. This
goes without saying, but this was helped by the officials out in the field who made this all
possible. Then we had Tony Howard clicking away at the keyboard entering times into
a spreadsheet that was sent by email every 10 minutes or so to Marg & Lois sitting
comfortably and safely at home.
In the end we had a sizable number of withdrawals but an impressive 34 cars finished.
None of this would have been possible without the team comprising Paul Woodward as
Dep CofC and my mentor, Marg Mackay, results, administration and much more, Judy
Foster, Event Secretary and Iain Robertson as Officials Coordinator. And we shouldn’t
forget the fantastic Course Car & Recovery teams and the 150 other officials, the 51
competitors & service crews and the good people from the Mary Valley Show Society
who tirelessly worked from 4:30am until about 3:00pm serving up food & drinks.
We spoke with Loretta at the Rattler Café’ on Sunday morning on how her day went. On
a normal day they close the doors for cleaning at 8:00pm but this was no ordinary
Saturday and she served her last meal at 9:15pm, so those doors didn’t close until much
later.
Once the dust has settled and the reports have been completed, I’ll start getting out and
about and plan the Imbil Rally 2021 and maybe do this Clerk of Course gig again, my first
go was pretty good.
Mal Bartolo
Clerk of Course
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Who wants to launch cars off the start line and into challenging Stages? Or watch cars
on tight, twisty roads between long sweeping straights?
How about timing them over the Flying Finish, or giving them their times as they pull to a
stop!
We looking for officials for the second round of the Queensland Rally Championship, the
Roo Systems Australia Manumbar Rally on 31 October 2020.
Due to COVID we Unfortunately can’t have spectators at the event, so if you want to see
some action then being an official is your chance to get amongst it.
Yes, that is Queensland State Government election day so you will have to make prepolling arrangements, but what a great way to get away from politics and enjoy a day
in the forest!
The registration form asks you if you want a camp site (we have to mark these out with
the correct distancing for COVID requirements, so numbers are limited).
Please also record if you want to purchase meals from the Manumbar Campdraft
Grounds people - so they can consider requirements.”
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To register your interest click on the link below:
https://bscc.asn.au/manumbarofficials-registration-form/
Are you new to officialdom?
No sweat training is provided

WANTED - Dead or Alive

1980 Mk2 Escort bits for
4 door model
My 16yr old lad is putting his first car together and is needing some interior trim to make
it all happen. A few standard mechanical bits would also assist, but not essential. Like
front rotors, shockies and control arm bushes etc.
So, if you've pulled down a 4 door esky to make your rally/race car you might have the
bits he needs sitting in the corner of your shed. His funds are limited as he's still at school
but he has some earnings.
Looking for unwanted:
Seats
Door cards
Arm rests
Dash pad
Centre console
Rear parcel shelf
C and B pillar trims
Interior light
Side mirrors
Standard gear knob
Washer bottle
Door locks with key
David Garland
0433 740007
davidgarland69@gmail.com
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Introducing Race Chix Motorsport
I would like to introduce myself and my women in
motorsport initiative to your Club.

I'm Rachelle Stirling, Founder of Race Chix
Motorsport.
After successfully creating and running the Women’s Motorsport Development
Program for the past four years, I realised the importance community and the
sisterhood plays in increasing and maintaining female participation in motorsport.
Being able to connect with fellow Race Chix across different motorsport genres
also became apparent as numerous program participants were curious and
asking questions about trying different motorsport disciplines.
A motorsport competitor myself, I compete in circuit and hillclimb events in my
beloved WRX GC8. I'm also a Motorsport Australia official and this time last year
I officiated at the Italian F1 at Monza.
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I'm on the Board of Australian Racing Drivers Club (ARDC), that powers Sydney
Motorsport Park, I'm on the Board of Karting (New South Wales) and I'm a past
member of the Women of Australian Motorsport (WAMS) Committee. I'm also an
Ambassador for the International Women's Motorsport Association.

Race Chix Motorsport’s mission is to create a national network of Race Chix
across all genres of motorsport. Through this network we will help connect,
educate and inspire Chix who are either competitors, enthusiasts, officials or
supporters to help grow female participation numbers in motorsport.

Individually we are part of the collective that is women in motorsport, no matter
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our motorsport genre or our level of involvement. By connecting, supporting and
collaborating as a collective we can challenge stereotypes & broaden
perceptions

that

motorsport

is

a

male

dominated

sport.

Our initiatives include: a networking community, including networking events;
Live Q&A event series, a lifestyle apparel range; an Officials Mentoring Network
and officiating educational videos.

At Race Chix Motorsport we see ourselves as an extension of your club or
a 'tool' your club can use/promote to help not only gain, but maintain
female members.
As women we like to be part of something and often there aren't enough
women in a Club to create a community - that's where we can assist.

Our Networking Community
Our unique Race Chix Networking Community comprises of hundreds of Race
Chix in an encouraging and fun dedicated Facebook group.
The Race Chix Motorsport Networking Community is a supportive platform which
enables Race Chix to connect, share their motorsport journey, share
achievements, ask questions, learn from each other & most importantly have a
laugh with fellow Race Chix.
No matter the level of involvement or motorsport genre, all Race Chix are
welcome to join our free networking community.
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Our Events
Race Chix Motorsport hosts national networking events for women in
motorsport. A place where Race Chix can meet fellow Race Chix, no matter
their level of involvement or motorsport genre.

We also host free Live Q&A sessions on various topics and aspects of
motorsport, such as sponsorship, nutrition, injury prevention and the
importance of recovery, tarmac rallying and media for motorsport.
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Officials
As part of our Networking Community, we have established a Race Chix
Officials Mentoring Network to assist female officials in either becoming an
official, moving up through the officiating ranks or with general assistance or
problems they maybe facing in their officiating roles.
Our Officials Mentoring Network is open to both Mentees and Mentors in any
motorsport

genre

across

Australia.

We also have a series of videos to assist people on their officiating journey.
People can hear from experienced Race Chic Officials on their respective roles
and also hear about their motorsport journey.

Next steps / Our ask
If we sound/look like a good fit for your Club, we ask if you could please share
our details / information to your club members either via social media or email.
Please let me know if you would like some content/images to share on social
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media.
If you would like further information please check out our website

www.racechixmotorsport.com.au or please don't hesitate to contact me on
0430 249 361 or email rachelle@racechixmotorsport.com.au

I hope to connect with you soon.
Cheers
Rachelle Stirling
Founder
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For some twenty-five years now John Spencer (rally legend) and more recently Sharon
Spencer owner of Goodyear Auto Care - Sumner Park have maintained my various
vehicles used in organising events for the Club.
So when I needed six new BF Goodrich All Terrain tyres for my Triton they were more than
happy to help me out with tyre selection, fitting and of course the all-important wheel
alignment.
These tyres suit my Triton and work well in the forests we traverse during the preparation
and setting events for rallies.
I highly recommend calling Sharon if you are looking for an excellent deal for tyres and
general mechanical repairs. Give them a call on 33762000, you will find them at the
corner of Spine and Neon Streets, Sumner Park.
Thanks to Sharon and the team at Goodyear Auto Care I am back on the road safe and
sound for another 60000kms!!

Craig Porter – Clerk of Course
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Craig picking up the Triton with its new boots!

With Roo Systems Australia coming on board as our sponsor for the final round of
the Queensland Rally Championship to be held at Manumbar on the 31st of
October I felt it necessary to explore an upgrade to the performance of my 2014
Triton Ute which I use for my rally work.
So, after discussions with John Carter owner of Roo Systems Australia and Wayne
Daniels, a long time rally competitor they took the ute and gave it an ECU
Remapping upgrade, well that certainly made a massive change to the vehicles
performance.
I am not a mechanic but be assured I noticed the change in performance when
driving up the Jimna Range on my way to Manumbar a couple of weeks ago.
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Plenty of torque and fuel savings as well. The round trip for me is over 550kms so
savings on fuel consumption is important.
John told me where the remapping really comes to the fore is when towing
caravans or from our point of view towing rally cars to events and home.
I highly recommend spending the time to call John at Roo Systems Australia to
discuss the service they can provide in remapping, upgrade to the exhaust
system and of course general mechanical repairs.

John has
commented “I am
more than happy to
discuss our full
workshop services to
those involved in
motorsport and
offer our services at
prices that are more
than competitive.”

I am sure you will be pleasantly surprised at the outcome.
Craig Porter
Clerk of Course.
Brisbane Sporting Car Club

Roo Systems have over 55+ Dealers Nationally
Contact Roo Systems on 1300 305 709
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Ian Menzies and Bob McGowan have secured victory in the Inspirations Paint Capalaba
Hinterland Rally. The pair steering in a Mitsubishi Evo IX (Bespoke Metals) to a
comprehensive lead over an intense and large field of competitors.
The first round of the Innate Motorsports + Events Queensland Rally Championship (QRC),
was based in Imbil South-East Qld and attracted over 52 entries coming from as far north
as Townsville. Cars traversed nearly 100km of dirt forestry road some of which were used
in previous ARC events in Qld, and it provided a serious challenge for all.
Second place and first 2WD was Stewart Reid and Anthony McLoughlin in a superb Ford
Escort (SR Automotive). They headlined a dominant show of classic machinery as many
of the 4WD turbos fell to the wayside throughout the day. The roaring Toyota Celica
RA40 of Clay Badenoch and Catriona Kelly were next in third outright and second 2WD.
With several entries for Junior Co-driver, sadly there were no finishers. However, Michael
Gill as the lone Junior Driver entry, impressed and managed to do what many of the top
teams could not and finished, crowned as first Junior Driver.
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For Round 1 of the Innate Motorsport + Event Clubman Series the Mazda Familia GTX
team of Connor Oldham and Colin O’Brien (Phoenix Homes Qld) had a clear victory over
their clubman compatriots as well as finishing an impressive seventh outright for the
event. Second for Clubman was the happiest Ford Escort team in the field, Glenn
Mitchell and Peter Clydesdale (Murgon Motors). The lovely husband and wife team of
Matt and Amy Davidson (Polytron Glass Australia) had a satisfying finish in third Clubman
for their freshly built Subaru WRX Impreza.
For Round 3 of the Innate Motorsport + Event Novice Series the pace was hot. Winning
novice driver was Richard Harris with experienced co-driver Hugh Reardon-Smith,
Mitsubishi Starion (Highline Motorsport). They set the pace early, leading from the start
and they never slowed down. Gary Dutton and Giles Harris were really gelling as a team
in their Toyota Celia TA22 (Seafood Town Café). Both occupants Novices are getting
faster each event and finished second. It was a very tight contest for third Novice
between Mathew Dolan/Alex Cherry, Holden Gemini (Future Auto Wynnum) and Emily
Jackman/Mark Malpas, Hyundai Excel (Kenter International Logistics). Both teams were
trading seconds after each stage and equal on others. In the end, Dolan/Cherry pulled
out a clear lead into the final night stage to secure third Novice.
For the event, the day started with Stage 1 Woodland (8.1km). Stage winners on 6:26
was a focused Erik Johnsson and Larisa Biggar, Subaru WRX (Viking Excavations) with only
1s looming behind them Tristan Carrigan and Neill Woolley Mitsubishi EVO 6 (Carrigan
Silage). However, suffering differential issues Carrigan/Woolley couldn’t continue
through to the next stage. Only 3s behind the leaders was car 1 Glen Brinkman and
Steven Richardson with their Mitsubishi Evo 9, then another 7s to Menzies/McGowan. A
time of 5:39 was posted by Badenoch/Kelly closely followed by Reid/McLoughlin 6th on
5:40. Unfortunately, succumbing to engine problems event sponsor Marius Swart and
Alan Stean VW Polo S2000 (Inspirations Capalaba Paints) failed to finish stage 1.
An old Imbil favourite Kandanga (12.7km) was Stage 2 and it was still a fight between the
4WDs, Menzies/McGowan smashing out a time of 8:11, Brinkman/Richardson second
fastest while dealing with brake issues on 8:22, and Johnsson/Biggar on an 8:24 suffering
fuel surge, handing Menzies a lead of 3s and only 1s in front of Brinkman/Richardson.
Badenoch/Kelly in their Toyota posted a fourth fastest 8:33 bumping them up to fourth
outright. Reid/McLoughlin with a time of 8:36, now only 4s behind the Toyota team.
A quick remote refuel for the teams then it was onto Stage 3 Borumba Short (9.3km).
Menzies/McGowan again stage winners on 6:18, retaining first outright.
Brinkman/Richardson second fastest on 6:22 beating Johnsson/Biggar by 3s after the WRX
team hit a rock and damaging their exhaust. Brinkman/Richardson now sitting in second
outright by 2s. Reid/McLoughlin posting an epic 6:29 which moved them up to equal
fourth with Bandenoch/Kelly who were 4s slower. Sixth outright at the end of this stage
was young duo of Ryan Williams and Brad Jones in a Mitsubishi Mirage (P3 Solutions)
performing incredibly well.
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Stage 4 Casey’s Long (12.8km) suited the Evo machinery with Menzies/McGowan on
song recording fastest time again of 7:48. Brinkman/Richardson second fastest posted a
7:50, now within 10s of Menzies/McGowan and extending his gap over the WRX of
Johnsson/Biggar to 14s. Third fastest in Stage 4 was Richard Galley and John Andreatidis
Mitsubishi Evo 8 with a 8:00 neat. Breaking the tie and move into a clear fourth outright
the 2WD of Reid/McLoughlin pulled a stage time 14s faster than Badenoch/Kelly.
Williams/Jones retained their position of sixth outright at the end of this stage, with a
multitude of cars mere seconds behind.
Finally crews had a chance to service before repeating the loop of 4 stages in the
afternoon. For Stage 5 Woodland 2, Brinkman/Richardson recorded fastest time at 5:22
behind Johnsson/Biggar with a 5:25. Brinkman/Richardson now only 3s away from the
leaders Menzies/McGowan who completed in 5:29. Reid/McLoughlin maintained fourth
outright stretching the gap over Badenoch/Kelly to 14s behind in fifth. Sadly,
Williams/Jones in the Mirage had a crank angle sensor failure and couldn’t continue.

The crews continued their battle into Stage 6 the second pass of Kandanga. Brinkman’s
hunt came to an end, the team stopping due to a broken gearbox, taking the pressure
off Menzies/McGowan. Many times recorded for this stage are derived due to a fire
developing near the end of stage after half the field was through. Initially organisers
deleted the stage altogether, but on review reinstated it for inclusion. Now the top 5
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were Menzies/McGowan, Johnsson/Biggar, Reid/McLoughlin, Badenoch/Kelly and
boosting into fifth Gerard McConkey and Ben Logan, Subaru WRX (Living Here Wilston).
At this point Menzies/McGowan had a solid buffer of nearly a minute and took a steady
approach to maintain their lead in Stage 7 Borumba Short 2. Johnsson/Biggar logged a
fourth fastest stage time but suffered a major oil leak and subsequent fire on the finish
line, forcing them out. Reid/McLoughlin won the stage on 6:22, 1s faster than Evo of
Menzies/McGowan, and with the retirements now see them in second outright. Fourth
outright was McConkey/Logan and fifth now the Clubman team of Oldham/O’Brien.
The second and final run of Stage 8 Casey’s Long 2, Menzies/McGowan steadily winning
the stage on 7:47 but Reid/McLoughlin charging on 7:51, extending his gap ahead of
Badenoch/Kelly. Badenoch/Kelly also dropped time to McConkey/Logan in this stage,
meaning the WRX team were only 2s behind the Toyota. Galley/Andreatidis in his Evo 8
set a time of 7:58, jumping him into fifth outright ahead of Oldham/O’Brien by 10s.

Finally, crews had some respite in the service park, while organisers announced a
reduction of the rally, dropping the final stage. Only Stage 9 Kandanga remained, this
time on dusk and into the night. Menzies/McGowan took their road position of first car
to full advantage and blitzed the field with a dust free run, securing victory.
Reid/McLoughlin were second fastest in stage and second outright pulling another 8s
clear of Badenoch/Kelly. McConkey/Logan pushing hard to catch Badenoch/Kelly left
the road not far from the finish and couldn’t complete the stage, handing Badenoch
third outright. Galley/Andreatidis and Oldham/O’Brien who were sitting fifth and sixth
before the final stage were swamped by Dermody/Hamilton in the night, who made up
the 21s deficit by recording a stage time 26s faster and finishing fifth outright and 3rd 2WD.
Menzies indicated that it wasn’t a completely trouble-free victory, “We had a problem
with our sump guard. It got partially ripped off when hitting a grid near the end of SS4,
so we used the spare tyre strap to get us back to service. The service crew did a great
job especially getting that sump guard back on, it was perfect afterwards.”
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“It was satisfying for us to match times with Brinkman. Once we passed him on the side
of the road we got to a point where we were more focused on just finishing.”
The Inspirations Paint Capalaba was organized by the Brisbane Sporting Car Club and
included over 170 volunteers to run the event. The next and final round of the Innate
Motorsport + Events Queensland Rally Championship will be the Roo Systems Manumbar
Rally, 31st October also part of the RSEA Safety Motorsport Australia Rally Cup Hoosier
Challenge. Both registration for officials and entries are now open.
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Roo Systems Australia Manumbar
Rally Update

A couple of weeks ago Brad Hurford, Iain Robertson, Larry Littlewood and myself met at
Manumbar to finalise our plans for the running of the Roo Systems Australia Manumbar
Rally on the 31st October.
It was an opportunity to finalise the road book and to confirm that roads are in excellent
condition after recent storms in the area. We are more than happy with the event format
and overall presentation of tight and twisty stages coupled with good open flowing roads
that will suit all comers to the event.
A closer inspection of the
Manumbar
Campdraft
Grounds in preparation of areas
that will fit in with our COVID-19
plans is well in place and we do
not envisage any difficulties.
One consideration is camping
which we will allow however
that will be on a first in basis.
There will be two distinct
camping
areas,
one
for
competitors and the other
being for officials of the event.

Catering will be in place from Friday evening through to breakfast Sunday morning.
Again as mentioned in the Competitors and Officials registration forms the Manumbar
Campdraft Associaton will require some idea of the number of meals they need to
prepare for the weekend. The menu will be of simple (but yummy) fare and ample in
content.
Last weekend we carried out a communications day confirming the logistics of the
capacity to ensure we have comms throughout the event, that came to a satisfactory
result. So, from here we are looking forward to hearing from competitors and of course
our unsung heroes for the event the Officials who so freely and tirelessly give of their time
to ensure you as competitors enjoy a trouble-free day.
One point that came from the Imbil event is that entrants are not spending time in getting
their Entries and Self-Scrutiny Checklist forms etc to us fully completed, some 56% of
entries were recalled for lack of and/or clarification of information, this puts a great strain
on the event secretary and officials finalising the paperwork. Added to that is the COVID
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– 19 plans and preparation necessary
for a trouble-free event.
This puts
quite a burden on the organising
team so please help us to help you.
ALL personnel coming to Manumbar
are reminded that the Queensland
elections are on Saturday 31st
October and there are no polling
booths at Manumbar.

You will note my article in this newsletter referring to work carried out on my Triton Ute, as
Roo Systems Australia with their 55 outlets around Australia have committed to
sponsorship of the event I would like to think that our membership and competitors will
support them. We work tirelessly to have sponsors support our events financially and it
behoves us to support them also. Roo Systems Australia will be represented on the day
by John Carter the owner and of course a long-standing rally competitor Wayne Daniels
both of whom will be sitting in the Slow Sweep vehicle during the event.
One final note : there is an event at Land Cruiser Park also on the 31st and that will create
a greater flow of traffic on the Jimna-Manumbar Road so please allow extra time if you
are coming that way.
We look forward to seeing you at the event.
Craig Porter
Assistant Clerk of Course.

The organising team doing some minor clean-up
at Manumbar
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Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Paul Woodward
Vice President……..Dominic Corkeron
Secretary ............................... Judy Foster
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Immediate Past President ... Peter Flynn
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel, Paul Woodward,
Craig Porter, Dominic Corkeron, John Coleman, Tristan Carrigan
Motorsport Australia Delegate…………Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Social Media……………Peter Flynn, Paul Woodward

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: info@bscc.asn.au
Magazine: info@bscc.asn.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay ; it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.

Welcome to:
Matthew Ross – Member No: 5064
Mervyn Vanderhor – Member No: 5065
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.
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